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Steveco Vuosaari and Mussalo Reach Groundbreaking Milestones to Become
First Container Terminals to Go Live with Navis N4 in the Cloud
Hosting N4 in the Cloud Enables Finland’s Leading Ports to Achieve New Operational
Efficiencies, Improve Performance and Deliver Enhanced Service to Customers
Oakland, CA—May 23, 2017—Navis, a part of Cargotec Corporation and provider of operational
technologies and services that unlock greater performance and efficiency for the world’s leading
organizations across the shipping supply chain, today announced that two Finland-based container
terminals—Steveco Vuosaari (Helsinki) and Steveco Mussalo (Kotka)—have become the world’s first
ports to successfully go live with N4 in a hosted private cloud environment following their March 25th
go-lives.

Steveco is one of Finland’s leading port operators and a full logistics provider offering large scale
warehousing and stuffing services, sea and land freight, as well as 3PL services. With container terminals
in both Kotka, near the Russian boarder, and in the capital city of Helsinki serving domestic import and
exports, Steveco’s Vuosaari and Mussalo ports move a combined 750,000 TEUs annually. Steveco
terminals are noted as some of the most efficient, safest and reliable ports in the region.

To uphold existing terminal performance and customer service levels amid increasing cargo volumes and
shorter vessel stays, Steveco has invested heavily in innovative solutions that enable it to operate leaner
and ultimately move containers, faster, safer and more cost effectively. The selection of a new terminal
system became part of this process after Steveco learned that its legacy provider would no longer develop
future versions of the software. After a thorough evaluation process, Navis N4 was selected due to its
strong reputation in the industry, global support capabilities, as well as its ability to boost terminal
operations and production over time. It was also able to meet a unique requirement, one that no other
terminal in the world had approached Navis with to date.
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“Going into this process, we knew that we wanted to host our new terminal system in the cloud, and thus,
needed a partner who could meet our needs both technically and philosophically,” said Tapio Mattila,
Senior Vice President, Steveco. “Navis was truly a strategic partner in this endeavor, ensuring all phases
of the implementation process were successful and minimal disruptions to customers were experienced.
We are very pleased with the levels of service provided by the Navis team, the system’s reliability overall
and are confident that the use of N4 will have tremendous benefits for our employees, and our customers
for years to come.”

As part of the implementation, all Navis servers, including N4, XPS, ECN4 and the backend database are
hosted in a private cloud data center managed and maintained by a leading Nordic software and services
company Tieto, headquartered in Finland. Steveco is the first terminal within Navis’ extensive customer
portfolio to run N4 in a cloud environment. With a reliable cloud solution provider and strong network
connectivity to the data center from the terminal, Steveco has not experienced any performance or
reliability issues following its go-lives several weeks ago.

“The cloud offers tremendous benefits for hosting a terminal system like N4, including on-demand
availability, rapid elasticity of the IT infrastructure, pooling of IT resources, as well as clear flexibility
and cost efficiencies,” said Guenter Schmidmeir, VP and General Manager, EMEA. “We are incredibly
proud to be part of this transformative N4 implementation project, and applaud Steveco’s progressive
view on using the latest solutions available to optimize terminal performance. The project’s success will
absolutely serve as a strong example for others in the global maritime shipping community who may be
exploring or questioning how they too can harness the power of cloud within in their own IT
environments.”

About Navis, LLC
Navis, a part of Cargotec Corporation, is a provider of operational technologies and services that unlock
greater performance and efficiency for the world’s leading terminal operators and ocean carriers. Navis
combines industry best practices with innovative technology and world-class services to enable our
customers to maximize performance and reduce risk. Whether tracking cargo through a port, automating
equipment operations, or managing multiple terminals through an integrated, centralized solution, Navis
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provides a holistic approach to operational optimization, providing customers with improved visibility,
velocity and measurable business results. www.navis.com
About Cargotec Corporation
Cargotec (Nasdaq Helsinki: CGCBV) is a leading provider of cargo and load handling solutions with the
goal of becoming the leader in intelligent cargo handling. Cargotec's sales in 2016 totaled approximately
EUR 3.5 billion and it employs over 11,000 people. www.cargotec.com

About Steveco Oy
Founded in 1884, Steveco is a 100% privately owned Finnish stevedoring and logistics company.
Steveco’s port terminals are located at Mussalo and Hietanen in Kotka and at the Vuosaari terminal in
Helsinki. The organization’s forwarding business, Steveco Logistics, operates at the Kouvola land traffic
terminal. Steveco´s subsidiary Oy Saimaa Terminals Ab operates in Lappeenranta, Hamina and Saimaa.
www.steveco.fi/en
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